Abstract-Optical absorption by the neutral vacancy in diamond has been predicted to occur between the ground 'E state and the IT, excited state. Both these states are orbitally degenerate and should show Jahn Teller distortions. We have calculated the Huang-Rhys Factor for the transition (the fraction of the intensity in the zero phonon line) and the first and second moments of the absorption band. Also we discuss the response of the zero phonon line to externally applied stresses. Our model assumes that the vacancy interacts with just six modes, corresponding to the normal modes of the neighbours of the vacancy. The coupling of the electronic and nuclear motion is estimated from an LCAO model.
INTRODUCTION
THE PRIMARY defects in diamond-such as the vacancy and the interstitial-have still to be identified with any certainty. The optical GRl band has been suggested as arising from the neutral vacancy, V', although other models have been proposed. Theoretically work has concentrated on energies of formation [ 1, 2] , on the positions of the bands associated with the primary defects [3-61 and on the existence and magnitude of the Jahn-Teller effect [7- 91. Here we concentrate on the form of the band arising from the neutral vacancy.
The various treatments of the vacancy [3, 4, 61 are generally in qualitative agreement on the low lying levels. Only excited states should give spin resonance, and the optical transition energy is less than one would predict on a one-electron model. It is hard to devise means of distinguishing the vacancy and interstitial [5] for the structure of the low lying energy levels is predicted to be similar, and it is difficult to make accurate calculations of the transition energies. This difficulty is enhanced by the existence of the Jahn-Teller effect, although it probably affects the shapes of the optical bonds more severely than the transition energies.
The form of the absorption band is measured by the Huang-Rhys Factor, S, which gives a measure of the fractional intensity in the zero phonon line, the Stokes shift and the bandwidth[lO-131. WhenSissmall,asfortheGRl band, a sharp zero phonon line should be seen. For centres with large S, such as F centres in alkali halides, only a broad, nearly Gaussian, line is seen. The Huang-Rhys factor appropriate to the GRI band has been measured experimentally [ 14-161. We calculate the Huang-Rhys factor for the neutral vacancy (Section 4) and compare our predictions with these measurements on the GRl band.
Closely related calculations (Section 5) predict the shift of a zero phonon line under external uniaxial stress. Experimentally the uniaxial stress method is a very sensitive way of determining the symmetry of a centre. The method has been used by Runciman [ 171 and Crowther[ 181 on the GRl system, and our results for the vacancy are compared with their data.
The calculations described here refer only to the neutral vacancy. It is necessary to ask if the centre giving rise to the GRl band and the vacancy are identical. In Section 6, where we compare our calculations with experiment, we find the Huang-Rhys factor suggests the two centres are the same. The stress splitting data is also consistent with the identification, but only if the Jahn-Teller effect is important in a rather complicated way. One simple conclusion is possible: if the data are qualitatively inconsistent with the GRl centre being the vacancy then they are also inconsistent with it being the neutral interstitial. This can be seen very easily by recalling that the relevant low lying energy levels are the same in both cases. 
THE STATIC JAHN-TELLER EFFECT
The optical transition of lowest energy for the neutral vacancy is believed to be from a 'E state to a 'Tz excited state [3, 4] . Both these states have electronic degeneracy, so that the Jahn-Teller theorem requires that they distort, with a corresponding lowering of energy.
We assume that only the nearest neighbours of the vacancy contribute to its interaction with lattice distortions. As the vacancy wave function is reasonably compact and there are no long range eia&e&atic interactions this may be quite a pa9 assumption. There are four neighbours, so their configuration can be described by twdve normal coordinates. Three are rotations and three translations; these we ignore. The remaining six are the A1 mode, Qa, the E modes Q, and QO, and the T2 modes Q,, Q, and Q,. The Qa mode is the 'breathing' mode in which all the neighbours move symmetrically. The E modes correspond to tetragonal distortions; under TdQs trans-
The two dimensional form is because 'E is doubly degenerate. The first term gives the electronic energy for zero Qa, the nuclear kinetic energy and the elastic energy. M is the mass of one Carbon atom and w, is the 'effective frequency' for mode a; these freauencies are discussed in more detail in forms like 2x2 -y2 -z2 and Q, like y2 -z2. The T2 modes describe trigonal distortions. The new equilibrium configuration is not determined completely by (2.2), which only relates Q, and Q,,. This ambiguity is a result of the simple Hamiltonian (2.1), and its neglect of higher order terms. These higher terms fix both Q,,/Q, and the sign of QgB.
The relative values of Q,, and Qse are determined by the crystal symmetry-in a cubic crystal one expects tetragonal rather than orthorhombic distortions. For a tetragonal distortion along the x axis Q,, = 0, so
IQ,oI = lIalI(M&).
(2.4) Equivalent results hold for y and z tetragonal distortions. The sign of Q,, for the x distortion can only be fixed by detailed knowledge of the higher order terms. We work with both possibilities throughout. Later we find that Qoe < 0 ( IE> ground state for an x tetragonal distortion) is more consistent with the stress splitting data for the GRl band. In some ways this is surprising, for Q,, > 0 causes the neighbours of the vacancy to move together in pairs. As there is a strong tendency to form pairwise bonds, one might expect Q,, > 0 to be favoured by enhanced bonding[ 11.
The 'T2 state comprises three electronic states I( > 17) > and 15 >, degenerate when all the Q, are zero. We will assume that the equilibrium values of Q,, the breathing mode, are identical in the 'E and 'T, states. This assumption is made because 'E and lT, are both derived from the same electronic con- The trigonal distortion is stable if AEeT exceeds AEeE. In the present case these two energies are similar in magnitude, and the relative values of WE and UT are important.
Our conclusion ($3) that wE = d207 leads to a trigonal minimum, using the data in Table  1 . Thus we predict a tetragonally distorted 'E ground state and a trigonally distorted 'T, excited state. The difference in symmetry in the two cases combined with the degeneracy of both the ground and excited states makes the present problem rather complex.
A. M. STONEHAM Table 1 I, = 244 eV1a.u.
AE, = 0.09 eV I,, = 1.59 eV/a.u. AE,, = 0.23 eV I,, = 2.54 eV/a.u.
AE., = 0.39 eV
The values of I,, ZeE and I,, given in Table  1 have been calculated using an LCAO model for the vacancy, In this model[9] the atomic orbitals from which the defect electron wave functions are constructed move rigidly with the nuclei with which they are associated. All calculations of Jahn-Teller integrals introduce approximations, so these results are best considered as order of magnitude estimates. In principle these integrals can be found from experimental uniaxial stress data. This is discussed in Section 5.
THE LATTICE SYSTEM
The effective frequencies oE and wT were introduced in equations (2.1) and (2.5) to describe the elastic energy associated with distortions of the environment of the vacancy. These terms in oE and or limit the Jahn-Teller distortion.
There are two important frequencies in our problem-one for E modes and one for T modes. One of the most severe approximations in this calculation is the assumption that we can use a small number of discrete frequencies instead of a distribution of frequencies. The ratio of oE and oT can be calculated on a simple model. In this the neighbours of the vacancy are the only atoms allowed to move, the rest of the lattice remaining fixed. The assumption that only the neighbours move is very primitive, although it is qualitatively consistent with the assumption that only these neighbours contribute to the electron-phonon interaction.
The conclusion that wE > wT can, however, be seen rather easily. In creating the vacancy several bonds were broken. These bonds contributed more to the elastic energy in T distortions than in the E moles.
In choosing a value for oE we assume, rather arbitrarily, that it is equal to the Raman frequency.
This is because the density of vibrational states in diamond is peaked near this energy, which forms an upper bound to the phonon energies in the perfect lattice. With equation (3.1) we find fiwE = 0.165 eV; fioT = 0.095 eV.
(3.2)
In fact UT lies very ClOSe to the effective phonon energies for the GRl band which is sometimes associated with the neutral vacancy. As we will find the T, modes most important this is encouraging. In fact the one phonon part of the GRl band has a peak at O.O40eV, so it is clear that phonons over a range of energies are important. This particular peak is very stress sensitive [ 181 suggesting a localised resonant mode. With these figures for the lattice frequencies we obtain the energy lowerings due to the Jahn-Teller effect from equations (2.3), (2.6) and (2.7). These are shown in Table 1 . The trigonal distortions are favoured in the excited state by a fairly small margin. In the ground state the distortion amplitude is ]&I = 0.05 A from (2.4).
There is some doubt as to whether the Jahn-Teller effect is static or dynamic. The basic question is the ease of tunnelling between equivalent distortions of the environment. In this article we will consider the static case in detail (no tunnelling) although we will mention the qualitative effects peculiar to the dynamic case. The possibility of dynamic effects can be seen by noting AE,, is only 0.09 eV (=k. 1100") and must equal or exceed the barrier for reorientation. The GRl system, sometimes attributed to the vacancy, is visible up to 900"K, although the zero phonon line is not visible above about 400°K. Rapid tunnelling (the dynamic effect) should show more readily on the zero phonon line. Further calculations are in progress on this point.
We are also interested in the vibronic Hamiltonian near to the absolute minima in the distorted configurations.
When there is no Jahn-Teller effect there is only one minimum, at Q = 0. The energy surfaces are determined by the elastic energy, of the form:
The Jahn-Teller effect in the ground state leads to three equivalent minima, corresponding to the three possible tetragonal distortions. Near each minimum the energy surface has a modified form. Thus for the tetragonal minimum at (QO, Qe) = (Qge, 0) we have instead
+Q,P>l
The second frequency, &, is related to tiE, to the energy barrier between the tetragonal distortions along different axes, and to the Jahn-Teller energy AhE,,. Qualitatively the important features are shown by the results for low barriers:
Our choice of We is not too important, for the corresponding coordinate, Qe, has the same value in the ground and excited state minima. Whenever i& occurs we assume it equal to WE, mainly for Simplicity. The 'CiSSUmptiOn does imply that the barrier, B, is fairly high, consistent with our assumption of a static Jahn-Teller effect. Such a high barrier may be reasonable for a system like diamond where mere are strong directional bonds between atoms. 4 . THE HUANG-RHYS FACTOR AND THE MOMENTS OF THE LINE
introduction
The Huang-Rhys factor, S, is a dimensionless parameter which determines the qualitative features of optical absorption and emission lines[9-111. It is still a useful parameter beyond the particular model in which it was introduced, as it is related to the fractional intensity of the zero phonon line and to the mean number of phonons emitted in an optical transition. In this section we will calculate the first three moments of the whole resonance line and the fraction of its intensity in the zero phonon line. The predictions will be compared with experiment in Section 6. Throughout we assume the temperature is absolute zero.
To establish our notation we discuss the system shown ip Fig. 2 . This simple example considers a transition between two non-degenerate states interacting strongly with just one phonon mode, Q. The transition A + B in Fig. 2 . is the Frank-Condon transition, in which the nuclear configuration does not change. The zero phonon transition is A + C, in which the phonon occupation number is unaltered. Transitions in which the occupation number is changed by 1,2,3... are allowed, and give rise to a broad band. We adopt this definition for both the simple system and for the vacancy, the subscript 0 is used to distinguish it from other possible definitions mentioned later. The zeroth moment of the line, M,,, is a measure of the integrated intensity, and is taken to be In more complicated situations there are no simple relations like these, and calculated moments should be compared directly with measured moments. Unfortunately it is often hard to measure moments, because of uncertainties in the background intensity. Theoretically the calculation of the detailed line shape is only possible in very simple models, and for this reason we resort to moments.
It is possible to introduce other definitions of the Huang-Rhys factor through (4.4) and (4.5) viz S = MI/w and S, = M2/02 (M, is the second moment about the centroid of the band). For simple systems S, -S, -S,. We will find, however, that analogous definitions for complex systems give widely different values for So, S, and S,.
Vibronic wave functions
We now consider the vacancy, where, in our simple model, both initial and final states are degenerate and interact with six modes. The vibronic (vibrational plus electronic) wave function for the system must be specified further. The important effect of electronic degeneracy is that the simple Born-Oppenheimer approximation does not apply. It is no longer possible to factorise the vibronic wave function T(q,Q) into a vibrational part x(Q) and an electronic part $(q,Q). In these functions q represents the defect electron coordinates and Q the set of normal coordinates describing distortions of the vacancy environment.
If there are N such normal coordinates and the electronic level has degeneracy D then the vibronic functions are usually well described by a linear combination of ND terms each of the form x(Q)+(q,Q). In some special cases the vibronic wave function has a particularly simple form. One such case occurs in the calculation of the intensity of the zero phonon line. The states involved in the zero phonon transitions are, loosely speaking, those with the minimum energy configurations in the initial and final states. Near each minimum we may use an approximate vibronic function similar to the Born-Opperheimer form. If the minimum is at Q, = Qem when the electronic state is Im> then the lowest vibronic function near the minimum is q\Ir, = Im >a$l xa (Qa -Qm) . (4.6) X~ is the lowest harmonic-oscillator wave function for mode CY. This approximation should be acceptable for distortions Q such that the different sheets of the vibrational energy surface are well separated [ 19,201. Later we calculate the moments M,,, M, and M, using expressions (4.2) and (4.3). The system is initially in state Ig> which is the ground electronic state and the lowest vibrational state. The arguments leading to The suffices E$ refer to the two possible (4.6) allow us to write electronic ground states mentioned in section 2. I@ = Ige>l&> for each of the equivalent Jahn-Teller distorted states; Ige> is purely electronic, and I&L) is a vibrational function. We assume Ige> is not sensitive to Q in the neighbourhood of the ground state minimum. The averages in (4.2) and (4.3) now include averaging over the differently oriented distortions in the ground state.
Excited state functions of the form (4.6) can only be used in calculating the zero
Calculation of the Huang-Rhys factor and moments
We can now calculate S,, from the fractional intensity in the zero phonon line. This is done explicitly for the (13> ground state. Near the minimum energy configuration in the ground state the lowest vibronic function is (by (4. The second moment is higher for a 10) ground state; the first two moments (M, and M,) were the same for both 10) and 1~) states. As shown by Gold and Kie1 [22] the contributions of the uncoupled E and T modes to the first three moments of the line are additive.
In Table 2 we give the values of S,,, -ttM, and d(fi2M2). Care is needed in comparison with experiment as it is usual to measure band widths and peak positions rather than the moments. Moments are often hard to measure due to noise and overlap with other transitions; the experimental figures quoted in Table 2 are underestimates.
The A, modes have been ignored throughout; we estimate they contribute 0.1-O. 15 to So. The trigonal modes dominate in So, so the effective phonon energy should be of order fimT -O-095 eV.
We can also calculate S1 and S, from Ml and MZ by dividing the E terms by ho, or (r&)2 and T terms by hmT or (~Lo~)~ as appropriate. S, and S, are dimensionless factors like the Huang-Rhys Factor,. and are identical to S, for the simple system we described earlier. For the vacancy we find So = 3.7, St -5.7 and S, -9.2, so these three factors are very different.
SPLITTING OF THE ZERO PHONON LINE UNDER UNIAXIAL STRESS.
The integrals ZeE, leTI and I, which occur in the Huang-Rhys factor can be measured by observing the effect of uniaxial stress on the zero phonon line. The way in which the zero phonon line shifts and splits under stress, and the additional information given by the use of polarised light, can also be used to determine the symmetry of the centre giving the zero phonon line.
Loosely speaking, the zero phonon line corresponds to a transition from the minimum of energy for the ground state to a minimum in the excited state. Thus we need to know how these minima move under stress to new configurations {Q,} and the corresponding changes in energy of the minima. The minima for the unstressed crystal were found by seeking the configuration {Q,,} which minimised the eigenvalues of (2.1) for the ground state, or (2.5) for the excited state. The procedure is exactly the same for a stressed crystal except that we add the work done by the applied stress before minimising. Here F, isbthe (constant) stress associated with the strain Q, and 1 IS the unit matrix. The F, are different for different modes, and depend on the direction of the uniaxial stress. They also depend on the changes in elastic constant near a vacancy. To find them we note that a uniaxial stress q would produce a configuration in which the Q, have certain specific values, Pa(u), in a perfect crystal without a vacancy. With given effective frequencies (essentially the same as given force constants) a particular set of F, would give a configuration Q, (F,) in which Q, (F,) is proportional to F,. Fig. 4 ; for a Gaussian (hM,)"2 = AEJ2.36.
We simply equate
Q,(Fm) = Q,(u) (5.2)
for each (Y and solve for F, as a function of (r. This, of course, ignores the effect cf changes in elastic constant near the vacancy; without rather formidable calculations it can only be hoped that the approximation is not bad. The values of Q,(U) for various stress directions are given in Table 3 : othervalues can be found by symmetry. The effects of uniaxial stress can best be seen by example. First we consider a trigonal (111) stress. The vacancies in trigonally distorted excited states are no longer equivalent; the (1 11) systems-will be affected differently from those with (I? i), (1,1,1) or (1 1 I) distortions. The zero phonon line will be split, and the minima will move in {Q,) space. Figure 3a shows the motion of the excited state minima in Qf, Qn, Qr} space. Under the same trigonal stress the three ground state minima, with their x,y and L tetragonal distortions. are not split; they are all symmetrical so far as the trigonal stress is concerned. Figure 3 Secondly we consider a tetragonal (100) stress. The excited state minima are equivalent and so remain degenerate. The ground state minima are inequivalent, and give the splitting of the zero phonon line.
Finally we consider a (110) stress. The results here are most easily seen by recognising that we are only looking for effects linear in the applied stresses. To-this order a (I 10) stress is equivalent to a sum of (11 I), ( I 1 l), (100) and (010) stresses. The first two split the excited state minima. The second two the ground state minima. The predicted splittings and relative in-order terms tend to diverge. This means that tensities for a stress of given magnitude are the tetragonal and trigonal distortions of the given in Table 4 . They are linear in the excited state give very similar energies, and stresses; quadratic terms can be calculated, that only a very small perturbation is needed but a full second order calculation has not to change the order of the energies. There will been attempted. A simple calculation of the be an apparently infinite response to a stress second order terms shows one point of interlarge enough to change the order of the est. If AEeE and AEBT are very close the second minima.
The electric dipole selection rules affect the intensities of the lines. In Table 4 we give the energies and intensities of the different lines. The notation cr and r means that the electric field vector, E, is parallel to the stress (n) or normal to it (c). For the (110) direction there are two inequivalent (+ polarisations, and we write the direction cosines of E as c(O,O,l) +s(l,l,O)/d2.
The results are shown schematically in Fig. 4 . 
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Two centres observed in diamond have sometimes been identified with the neutral vacancy-the centre giving the optical GRI band and the c system seen in spin resonance. Both are absent in unirradiated crystals and both are observed for all types of irradiation (e-, no or y) with intensity proportional to the dose. Neither show any correlation with chemical impurities. These features suggest that the centres responsible are simple, intrinsic, lattice defects, and this is supported by other evidence. Under most conditions the 'c' system and GRl band intensities are proportional, suggesting that the centres responsible are either identical or closely related (for example one being interstitial and the other a vacancy). Their annealing behaviour is different, however, so the centres are distinct. As the 'c' system centre becomes mobile at a lower temperature it is tempting to argue it is due to an interstitial rather than a vacancy. The nature of the spin resonance from the 'c' system is consistent with either a neutral vacancy or a neutral interstitial; the ground state is diamagnetic with a tetragonal distortion, and the resonance is seen in a lowlying excited state with S = 1. The optical GRl band has thus been associated, rather tenuously, with the neutral vacancy. This was supported by the calculations of [3] which predicted a transition energy of the right size. In this section we compare the properties of the band with our results in Sections 4 and5. The data we use are measured band shapes, which give the Huang-Rhys factor, the polarisation of the luminescence and the stress splitting of the zero phonon line.
The work of Clark and Norris[ 15,241 has shown that the luminescence from the GRl band shows no polarisation at liquid nitrogen or liquid helium temperatures. This is consistent with our model, as emission from any trigonal excited state minimum can go with equal probability to any of the three tetragonally distorted ground states. This can be seen readily by symmetry arguments. The lack of polarisation is a very important result, as it is not predicted by some other models. For example, if the excited state had tetragonal minima (AEeE > AEeT) then polarisation would be expected. To get unpolarised luminescence either the Jahn-Teller effect must be negligible (which is inconsistent with the phonon structure of the GRl band) or there must be sufficiently different symmetries in the states between which the transitions occur.
The second set of data come from Duncan's measurements of the band shape and F, the fraction of the intensity of the zero phonon line[ 14-161. He measured F and found the Huang-Rhys factor to be S" = 3.572 0.06 which is very close to our predicted 3.68. Measurement of F as a function of tempera-ture yields an effective phonon energy of CM99 eV, close to our LJ* = O-095 eV. Duncan also measured the Stokes shift (AE, in Fig. 4 ) and band width (AE, in Fig. 4 ). These measurements have been supplemented by estimates of the moments of the band taken from a trace supplied by Dr. Duncan. The data are given in Table 2 . The moments are not very accurate as other bands become important in the tail of the GRl band, and it is particularly difficult to estimate MI and M2 accurately. We see that experiment and theory are in acceptable accord for Ml and M,. The predicted values are rather larger than the measured ones, but this may be simply a result of difficulties of measurement. Also, the Jahn-Teller integrals (Z,,,Z,, and I,) are very sensitive to the wave functions chosen.
Two sets of stress splitting data are available[ 17, 181. They are generally similar, but the diamonds used for the (110) and (111) stresses in [ 171 were too poor to be used here. The stress data are summarised in Fig. 5 , where they are compared with the theory of the last section. This figure omits the small satellite lines of the GRl zero phonon line. These satellites are present even for zero stress, but their origin is not fully understood. The comparison of the predicted and observed stress splittings leads to these conclusions. First, the (100) stress results are qualitatively similar. The polarisation measurements are only consistent with an Ic> ground state. Secondly, the (1 11) stress results are similar to those predicted only if one ignores one of the observed components. Thirdly, in both the (100) and (111) cases the relative intensities of the components do show deviations from the predictions although it is hard to measure intensities, so some of the discrepancies are experimental in origin. Fourthly, the (100) splitting which measures I.u~, is about 60 per cent of the observed value. This is quite good agreement. The (11 I) splitting, however, which measures ZeT, is found to be results are too complicated to lead to any firm conclusions. The differences in the magnitudes of the splittings from those predicted can be understood, in part, by recalling that we neglected local changes in force constant in Section 5, notably in equation (5.2). The remaining differences, the extra components (both satellite lines, and for example, the unexpected line seen in (111) stress) and the discrepancies in the relative intensities of the lines need a more sophisticated explanation.
Two explanations are apparent. The first is the possibility of a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect, either in the ground state or in the excited state, or possibly both. The barriers between the different minima in both states are at most of order 0.1 eV, and tunnelling cannot be ruled out. The interesting feature of a dynamic effect is that it can lead to a splitting of the ground and excited states. In only 30 per cent of that predicted. The (110) _ _ particular at low temperatures only the lowest of the ground states will be populated, so some of the lines should be frozen out. Exactly this behaviour is seen from the additional satellite lines, mentioned before. However it has not proved possible to correlate the observed transitions with the energy level schemes [25, 26] for the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in E and T states. Nor is it obvious that the luminescence will be unpolarised if the excited state shows a dynamic effect. Fig. 6 shows the energy levels for various degrees of dynamic effect.
The second possibility is that the low-lying 3T, state may have a profound effect on the ground 'E state. The 'E state can, of course, only distort tetragonally in a static JahnTeller effect. However, when the separation of the lE and 3T, states is very small the electron-phonon interaction couples them in the presence of spin orbit coupling. The coupled states may have minima with lower symmetry than tetragonal, and this would affect the stress splitting and the selection rules. Further calculations are in progress on this point.
Conclusion
Our aim in this paper has been to answer two questions. First, what are the expected features of optical absorption by the neutral vancancy in diamond? Secondly, are the observed features of the GRI band consistent with the properties of the neutral vacancy?
The energy levels of the neutral vacancy have been calculated previously. Our calculations have concentrated on the shape of the absorption band, rather than energy levels or oscillator strengths. We have assumed that the vacancy interacts with just six modes, corresponding to normal modes of its nearest neighbours. The relative magnitude of the frequencies of these modes have been estimated in a model in which only these nearest neighbours are allowed to move. The coupling of the electronic and nuclear motion has been estimated from an LCAO model in which the The lowest vibronic states for 'E IT2 are shown. In the static limit (discussed in this paper) the degeneracy of the levels is indicated. Allowed optical transitions are given: these need not be vertical in the diagram-the ground and excited states may be dynamic to different extents.
atomic orbitals move rigidly with the nuclei. In addition we have assumed that the JahnTeller effect is static. With these assumptions we calculated the Huang-Rhys factor, Stokes shift and band width. Further, we have predicted the absence of polarised luminescence and the character of the stress splitting of the zero phonon line. It is harder to say if the GRl band is associated with the vacancy. The present paper shows that the fractional intensity of the zero phonon line, the stokes shift, the band width and the absence of polarised luminescence are all consistent with this model. The stress experiments on the zero phonon line are harder to interpret, and the present theory and experiment show discrepancies. We can say, however, that if the stress results on the GRl band are inconsistent with the neutral vacancy they are equally inconsistent with a neutral interstitial. The reason is that the low-lying energy levels of the two systems are (qualitatively) the same.
